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Woman raped near .trail
by Kathleen G. Foronda

~ccording to the police, the rape
occured at about 11 a.m. The victim,
who is not a UCF student, was joggA 26-year-old woman was raped ing on the trail when she was attackJan. 4 on UCF's exercise trail, ed by the suspect ·and dragged furlocated along Pegasus Boulevard
and Alafaya Trail. In response, the
administration closed the course for
See Inside Lines. feature
a week and may possibly impose
on women and self-defense,
regulations on its future use. ·
UCF Police Chief John Smith says page 6
this is .t he first report of rape in the
school' ~ history.
UCF investigators Capt. Jim ther into the wooded area. The
Green and Lt. Thomas L. Blanton suspect was with the victim close to
say the victim suffered no other an hour, Blanton said. During that
physical injuries, but the suspect is time, the attacker told the victim his.
name was Dan.
still at:l~ge.
Future 1tan

1

r~e victim described the rapist as
being a white male, about 30 years
old, 5 feet 8 inches tall, and 140
pounds. He has short, brown hair
with red highlights, silver-framed
glasses with clear lenses, brown
eyes, a ruddy complexion. The man
has st~ed, brown teeth and one eye
tooth ntjssing.
Also, according to the victim's .
description, the suspect is righthanded and wears a silver watch and
silver wedding band on his left hand.
He has a southern accent and
smokes regular Marlboro cigarettes.
A police composite sketch of the
rapist
He was last seen wearing blue
pants, a blue shirt, tan work shoes
Rape, page 5
and a blue di.xie-cup sailor's hat pull-

Pro-tern resigris to.protest SAGA food
by Mike Griffin
Future ltaff

,;r.k,.

Former student senate pro. tem
Tom Gergora

Tom Gergora resigned his position
as president pro tempore of the stu~
dent ~nate Tuesday as a protest
. over what he termed "the vulgar"
condition of UCF's food service
(SAGA) .
. In a speech before the senate,
Gergora listed what he considered to
be major health violations committed by SAGA over the past year.
One of these violations occurred
Sunday when a student ate pieces of
broken glass contained in her serving of mashed potatoes.
"I've searched long and hard for a

Untn final choice is made

word to describe the food the
students are put through,'' the
three-year veteran of the senate
said. "Bullshit. I realize that's a
vulgar term, but a st:udent being
hospitalized for consuming pieces of
broken glass in her food is vulgar,''
Gergora stated.
However, according to Dick Scott.
head of auxiliary services
dent· who consumed the glass. was
not hospitalized and has apparently
suffered no ill effects from the incident.
Randy Rossler, food service director, said the incident was an isolated
one and SAGA took steps to insure·
that no one else .was exposed to the
same· conditions. "We don't know

how it happened .. We pulled the pan
of potatoes, sifted through it and
found no other traces of glass,"
Rossler said.
"I've met .with my cooks and no
glassware will be permitted in the
preparation area," he said .
Rossler added that as far as he
knew, .Sunday'~ occurrence was the
first time any such incident has
taken place.
The student who consumed the '
glass could not be reached for comment.
Gergora said the administration
has not exhibited enough concern
for the problems present at SAGA.
Gergora, page 10

• • •

Education dean directs athletics
by Dave Sherman
Sports editor

Dr. C. C. Miller, UCF dean of the
College of Education, has been named Acting Director of.Athletics, th~
university announced Wednesday.
UCF President Trevor .Colbourn
hopes to select a new search cominittee early next week to continue
reviewing the criteria for the permanent position and examine all current applicants. Colbourn disbanded
the original committee Friday since
it failed to select a final candidate
after a four-month search. ''This is a very important position
at this stage of the university's
development," Colbourn explained,
''and we would rather patiently seek
the best person for the job."
Miller is the only dean the College
of Education has had and formerly
served as administrator in charge of
intercollegiate athletics, intramurals and recreational programs until 1978, when t~e athletic

programs we~e moved under the
direct supervision of the university
president.

collegiate athletics,'' Miller said.
"But I will be involved very directly
with the coaches, the professional

"Cal Miller has been in charge of
our athletic polici.es and procedures
in the past," UCF President Trevor
Colbourn said. "I am confident that
he can provide strong leadership for
the program until .a permanent
director is selected.''

support staff, the community wh~n
needed, and certainly the students.''
Miller also, said he '_Vould be working

very closely with Dr. Henry Kennedy, chairman of the first intercollegiate athletic committee.
Before coming to UCF, Miller
The obvious question then, is how served as a director of the
long will it take the new committee Southeastern Education Laboratory
to fill the position?
"I think a realistic timetable fo Tampa for the U.S. Office· of
would be no less than three months Education. Miller also served as
and hopefully no more than six mon- director of the Centedor Continuing
Education at the University of
ths,'' Miller said.
South Florida. and as a faculty
Until that time, Miller said he will niember at USF, Florida State,
handle the necessary administration Wisconsin (Eau Claire), North
and coordination of the univer~ity's
intercollegiate athletic program to Dakota, and in a Hershey, Pa. co~the best of his ability.
munity college and high school.
'' It's pretty difffoult to expect · Miller holds a doctoral degree in
that I'll be able to spend one hun- education from FSU, and bachelor's
and master's degrees from Penndred percent of my time in inter- sylvania State University.

Martin. luther King
His Day
by Keith V. Kyker
Future ataft

· The Black Student Union and
Minority · Student Services will
feature activities both on and off
the UCF
campus · today for
UCF's seeond annual Martin
Luther King Memorial Program.
A 7 a.m. breakfast at Orlando's
L. Clawiia Allen Center in
King, page~
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AT A CLANC~

IF YOU LIKE BANKING
MADE EASY

YOU'LL LOVE US
EVENTS '

The .Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
_located Just minutes.from the
u.c.F. campus. we have spacious
parking, fast drive in teners and
two CITl.ZENS 24 .HR automated
tellers In Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
the new A.T.M. bulldlng. All to
make banking easy for you.
Everything you will ev~r
need from aFull service Bank is
yours at.~ .. .

Photo ID cards without a current validation sticker will be honored until
F.ebruary 5. After that date, a green Spring 1982 stick~ must be on the ID
card in order for it to be ·accepted as valid. .
Students who paid their fees in person at the Cashier's Office received a
receipt stamped on the bottom of their c~ss schedule. These students may
bring the stamped schedule ~o any of the locations listed below and have
their ID cards validated:
AD Building Room 146
Bookstore
AD Building Room 282
AD Info. Booth

•••

8:30·4~30
8:30-4:00 .
5:00-7:00
During photo ID hours.

Monday - Friday
Monday · Friday
Monday - Thursday

•••

•

A student without a receipt stamp on bis class schedule may present the
photo ID card at any of the above locations after February 5 for validation.
A printout will be available at that time to permit validation of the ID
cards.
·

• ••

There will be a Road Rally organizational meeting Jan. 18 at 3:30 p.m. in
SC Room 211. For-further information, call Carol Crawford at 275-2070 .

•••

•
YOU.R FRIENDLY
- 156 GENEVA DRIVE. P.O. 'eox 729. OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765
@

-MEMBER FDIC

. (305)365~6611

The Dungeons and Dragons Gaming Convention is Jan. 24 at the Loch
Haven Park Neighborhood Center, 610 N Lake Formosa Drive. Chivalry
and Sorcery, Dungeon, City, arid Outdoor adventures will be featured with
low, medium and high levels. Fees for adults are $1, youths (12-17j 50 cents.
For information and preregistration, call 898~9288, and ask for Candy
Boggs.·
·
.
Dungeons and Dragons is a fantasy game of role playing for 12-year-olds
through adults. Each player creates a character or ~haracters: dwarves,
elves, halflings, or human fighting men, magic users, pious clerics or wily
thieves. The characters are then plunged into an adventure in a series of
dungeons, tunnels, secret rooms, and caverns run by another player: the
referee, often caned -the Dungeon Master. As the players engage in game
after game their character(s) grow in power and ability. The game is only ·
limited by the imagination of the players.

•••

The Central Florida YMCA will sponsor a ski trip to North Carolina Jan.
27 - 31. Included will be round ti:lp transportation from Orlando, lodging,
meals, equipment rental, and lift tickets. Lessons ·will also be available.
Space on this trip is limited. For details and registration call the YMCA at
896-6901.

•••

The UCF Panhellenic Awards Banquet will be January 28 at the Royal
Plaza Hotel. Tickets .for the-banquet and dance are on sale fo~ $12.50 in the
S~dent Affairs Office (x-2177) or from sorority Panhellenic representatives.

•••
•••

Sorority Rus~ for ~his semester ~s J anu~ 31. from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. on
campus.For registration or further information call Ann Kerr at 275-2177 .
•

EVENTS
The UCF M~ke~ Club will be holding its weekly meetings on
Wednesdays at noon, m CB Room 229. The club is open to all students in
the College of Business.
For more info~tion con~ct Mike Coolc at 677-6179 or the marketing
department at x-3109.
·

...

:

A special 25-day tour of China that offers an optional six hours of senior
level college credit will be offered through UCF in May. The tour, which
departs May 16 and returns June 9, is open to all college students
throughout Florida as well as members of the general public. The tour eost
is $2,995-a· little over $100 per day.
The group will visit nine cities in Mainland China. These include Canton
Guilin, Changsa, Xian, Peking, Nan.king, Soochow, Hangchow and
. Sh~ghai. In addition, four nights will be spent in Hong Kong before depar·
ture to the mainland.
. T~hour optional courses, freelance writing and freelance photography
will be offered through UCF. The courses will be taught by Dr. M. Timothy
O'Keefe of the UCF communication department and J agdish Chavda of the
UCF art department. Their publication credits include the National
Geographic Society, Time-Life Books, World Book Encyclopedia and
numerous national magazines. Course·tuition is in addition to the basic tour
price.
Arranged through Passages Inc. of San Francisco, the $2,995 tour
package is based on a west coast departure aboard Japan Airlines. The only
costs not covered ·after leaving the United States are several lunches and
dinners in .Hong Kong. Otherwise, all sightseeing, guides, hotel accommodations, meals, porterage and transfers are included.
For information, contact Dr. Tim O'Keefe at the 'communication department, x-2681.

•••

Attention: Students wishing to submit Information for At a Glance must
have the information turned in to the Futu~e news editor by Mondays at 5
~~

-
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Research pOrk underway

King --~----~---from page ·1

runs by the Physical Plant at the
southern border of UCF, will be extended to meet Research Parkway.
The first 240 acres of the 550-acre .
park are having sewage and utility
lines installed. This first phase of
construction is expected to be completed in May or June.
No federal, state or county money
is.being s~nt on the project; and initial construction, costing in excess
of $2 million, is being financed
privately by Jim Fitzgerald of
Hilton Head, S.C., according to
Gunter.·

by Jim Easterling
Future staff
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Construction of the Central
Florida Research Park, ·sponsored
by UCF, began on Jan. 5 with one tenant definitely signed.
Barnett Bank will begin work on a
bran.ch near the park entrance in a
few months.
Other companies, possibly computer software firms, are still in the
negotiating stage and their name
could not be released, according to
Dr. Ralph Gunter, Research Park
Executive Director.
Electronics, engineering," and
Me~ber companies will have acmarketing firms are other types of cess to university facilities. In
companies exp~ted to be involved return, UCF faculty members will
with the park.
have access to e~panded research
The park is designed in harmony opportunities. Students and
with natural surroundings. For ex- graduates will have an opportunity
ample, all utilities will run to work in their fields.
underground.
. The Central Florida Research
The entranc~ road, named. Park will include a motel and con-·
Research Parkway, will be located ference center, a 'vQ!age center' with
about .300 yards south of Lake Lee shops and restaurants, and an office
on Alafaya Trail. Libra Drive, which_ park.

.

Karl Harmon, Black Student
Union vi~ president, said, "I
· think the .whole day should be
declared a national holiday. If
they don't, it would be a gross
mistake -· a black mark against
the (United States) legislature,

·you need to call .. ~
898-2_454 ·

~------~---------------····
I
I
.,....,

I

10% OFF TO UCF STUDENTS WITH THIS AD

I
I
I
·I
I
I
I

•TIRES FOR CARS, TRUCKS, VANS AND MOTORCYCLES
•CASH AND CARRY WHOLESALE TO PUBLIC
•MICHELIN AND AURORA RADIALS FOR IMPORT CARS
•JETZON-GENERAL-TYGAR FOR VANS, LIGHT TRUCKS AND VW'S
•FORMULA MOTORCYCLE TIRES • LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
•MOUNTING AND BALANCING AVAILABLE

I·

;

!

Azeem Hairstylin:g .

I
I
I
I.
I
I
I
I

The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
and Women .. .lnchides Hair Analysis

f~r Men

OP.EN

WEARE HERE ..

~

9·5 Tues.-Sat.
Thurs. eve.
by appt. only

I

oRLA~:~:l7~t2805

•

!

. .

213~i3ia

c

~

In Central Florida

"LOW PRICES"
11

FREE" TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

·llR4~4el l!I
••••• I ~

. RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
MASTER CHARCE •VISA• AMERICAN EXPREst·

"'-·
/M ~•.,,
'lt,A
~ •-,.,

.....

:I
'. 1··
1
.1

'I

.

10662 E. Coloaiat'Dr: ·-- Untin Park

Hon.d a Express:
No peda ls and an aut~
matic cl utch make th is
· Honda Express easy to
ride . Great mileage and
a low price make it easy
to afford . Sma l l enough
to store or pa rk almpst
anyw!iere. Best of all,
it's just plain f un to
ride .
·

For campus
or commu~lng

$398 .

Honda of Orlando
1802 Edgewater Drive
Orlando, Fl. 32804
841-8641

lfili •.

@REDI<EN

··

.___,.._.._.._.:-----~~..--··----·..-~-··--··~~~
.

~8~

~

I~

'Pizzeria ..-+ Ristcraqte .
Hwy. 50Just West Of Alafaya Tr.

·

I
I
1=

(Fairway Shopping Center)

282-4242 .

IMON~~rHUR.11:00AM-11:00PM

: ~ FR1•.&sAr.11:00AM-1:00AM
=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,. ~ ~UNDAYl~OPM·l~~PM

275-9327

l : .:

~
:f %@'

i

CAPERl~~~E~:!~~!:! TIRE COMPANY : 7213~u~::t;:;~::~se--

- ..
·, r_.__
·----·-·-····-······------~
The Most Complete Radiator Shop .
'. ~

,,;

nr.versity. n.e is probably best
remembered for his philosophy of
nonviolent' action in confronting
the racial issues of three decades.
fhe Atlanta-born civil rights
leader was (JSsassinated on April
4, 1968. He would have been 51
years old today.

'.-" . M,i\·
. ·.
Ci\s\\.

·~z•r••--ilatoral&i

LuNcHEoN sPEc1AL

AHYouCanE~

I\_BEER
& wnm
M~n~·~:!i:e':.':a
AVAILABLE .
p.m.1 ·
.r~_.~.___. ___.__.._. __.. .. ••111•11••-••
$2.so 112.3

TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT!
. BRAND Nav! 2 BDRM tY2 BATH
ALL APPUANCES INCLUDING WASHER/DRYER, ·
DISHWASER, CARPff~ DRAPES, PATIO!
WALK TO UCFI ·
x
KHAYYAM

YOUR MONTHLY RENT IS ONLY:
t97.50 81. 11/i tOOlftlftlfls
t1t6.66 88. 11/2 tOOlftlftlfol
tt7S.OO 11. 11/1
too1n1nate
'
.
CONTACT:CARLIWERS
REAL mATE ONE INC.
.

UCF

.

644-6244

l
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Cha.n dler balks· at. $14,000
· by Mike Griffin
Future ltatf

Student Government may not pay
all of a $1,400 repair bill for work
done on an SG van. according to
Student Body President George
·
Chandler.
Chandler said the work performed
by Bob Dance Dodge, 5152
Highway 17·92 in Longwood, includ·
ed unauthorized service such as a
brake job and a piston package.
Chandler added that some of the
prices. were "unreasonable and they
failed to give us a written estimate.,.
Tony Bushman, service advisor
' for Bob Dance Dodge, said he was
told by Chandler's executive advisor
Mark Donaldson that no "to the
penny estimate" was required.
''Mark told me to get the van ready
for a trip to Vermont and to do
whatever. I thought needed to be
done,'' Bushman said.·
Donaldson acknowledged telling
Bushman to prepare the van for the
trip, but did not approve the exten·
sive engine work. "I signed for a
specific list of things like a tune-up,
changing the transmission fluid and
replacing the van's ash trays,"
D~naldson said.

Donaldson also said he approved
extensive body work on the side of
th&van, which had been damaged in
an·accident. The body work included
repair of the door, replacement of
the .mirror and side molding. SG
received a written estimate for the
body work and -it is considered a
seperate bill from the engine work.
"The body work had to be done,"
Chandler said. However, Chandler
added that the final cost of the body
work exceeded the estimate. ''It was
off by more than 10 percent of the
estimate,'' Chandler said.
Under Florida law it is illegal for
the final cost of repairs to exceed 10
percent of the written estimate,
without firs_t notifying the
customer. The estimate for the body
work was $481.51 and the final cost
was $562.92.
Chandler pointed out, however,
that it was the engine work that was
"way out of line."
"Under Floridif Law, (559.905) a
repair shop must give a written
estimate to a customer unless he
waives that right in · writing. You
have to check off that you do not
want a written estimate on a work
order before the shop begins work.
"No one at Bob Dance Dodge in-

bi II

van

formed Mark of this and he never
saw an estimate,'' Chandler said.
Bushman said that Donaldson
was . unavailable for any written
estimate waiver. "I could not get
Mark down here to sign anything.
He told us to check the van out for
the Vermont trip and to make sure it
was safe. I would consider good
brakes an important sdety
feature."
Bushman added that no one from
the university has contacted him .
with any complaints about the price
of the service. "Mark came down
here and picked up the van and did
not say anything about the charge,"
Bushman said.
''We released tlie van to him in
good faith and we have not received
a complaint or a purchase order from
the school. I can't even get Mark on
the phone," he added.
, Donaldson said he did complain
about the bill to Bushman when he
picked up the van, but had no option
other than t~ it: "There was a
group who needed the van. I had
promised it and didn't see any other
alternative."
Donaldson said he was in constant
telephone contact with Bushman
while the van was in the shop and

stopped by two days after the van
had been taken there. "It was just
sitting there because they said they
were waiting for a part to come in,''
Donaldson said. He added that no
mention was made of a written
estimate or waiver.
· "He (Bushman) told me on thei
phone that the bill would be about
$800, '' Donaldson said.
·
Bushman claims that he told
Donaldson, by phone, that the bill
would be "around $1,000".
The final bill, including the body
work, was $1,429.79. "That includes
$200 for a tune-up,' 'Chandler said.
''That is simply outrageous.''
"If there's a problem with this bill
then they need to contact us and we
can talk about it,'' Bushman said.
''We have had absolutely no contact
with the university since he picked
up the van.''
Chandler said he intends to con·
tact the dealership after he explores
the legal aspects of the problem.
Wednesday evening, Donaldson
informed the ·Future of a meeting
scheduled for Thursday with Bob
Danee Dodge to discuss the bill.
However, results of the meeting
were not available before deadline.

1tfARliETPLACE
Female roommate wanted to share 3-bdrm/2-bath
home in Oviedo with 26 yr. old real estate
Apartment sale - aquarium/supplies, trop. ·fish, salesperson. For more details call Dana at 331·
bookcase, clocks, desk ·chair, sofa chair, radio, 1990 or 647-8210. ·
·
shoe skis, other sport items, kitchen appliances,
. toys, etc. etc. CJll 678-0457. ,
Private room and bath in private home l mile from
-· · - - - - - - ~mpus. Female only, non-smoker preferred.
Diamond wedding ring set, marquis cut, 14 kt. Telephone, laundry, & kitchen privileges, share
gold. $275 or trade. Phone John, 644-0781.
electric and $115 per month. Marti Lyons,_X2811
or 365-6874.
OVIEDO AREA, 2 STORY, 7-BDRM. HM. ON 2
ACRES. PRIVACY, TREES. 3700 sq. ft. including 2 female roommates for house. Call Pat, 27S.
1400 sq. ft. ·meeting rm. with balcony. Only .8518. ].bedroom house at $125 per mo.
$68,000 with terms. Call·Geo. Wilmer Assoc., Inc.
REALTORS, 831-6900.
.
Female roommate wanted. Nonsmoker to share
luxury condo. 2·bdrm, 2·bath. New appliances and
Sm. refrii.~ elect., for mobile trailer or dorm rm. newly furnished. Seven miles from UCF. Call
$40. Call after 5 PM, 298-3360.
Carolann at 678-2536 Mon. and Wed. after 1-0
PM. Other days after 5 PM. $200 per Yimonth, Y2
'76 MGB, goocfcondition.. saOo down, take over util.
payme~ts. Call anytime, 275-0452.
I need 2.roommates to share new .2-bedroom 2·
Couch & chair, bro~ fur, good condition. $100. floor townhouse across from UCF. Rent is only
Phone 273-2644.
$146 a month per person for a completely furnished place with beds, new furniture, stereo and
Beautiful bargain: 1980 Hillcrest Skyline mobile TV. Call Mike, 273-0106 before 9 AM.
hm., 24 x 52 doublewide. 2-bdrm/2-bath, large
. l
Yzkitchen w/ breakfast bar, all electric, lg. walk·in MALE
ROOMMATE. Nice two bedroom 1-bath apt.
closets; living room, dining area, wlw carpet, in Winter Park at 436 and Aloma, 6 miles from
drapes included. For appt. call 282..0542 after 5 UCF. $125 per month and app. $30 el. and phone.
·PM. Home includes central heat & air.
John-Paul, 678-9252.
·
Contemporary matching . couch & chair, solid
beige, ideal for apartment use. $200 or best offer.
Phone after 5:30 PM, 695-~417.

:*

BALLOONS
A great way to say Happy .Holidays or just Hi.
Either way you'll be happy you said it with helium
l, 2, or 3 dozen delivered by singing tuxedoed
messenger. Show you care. Call Balloonatics at
275-4173 or.275-4372 now. Fantastic rates!
ABORTION SERVICES, birth Control lntortnatlon,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services. ·
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
. 609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnar_rt? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.
Gay Community Services of Central Florida of·
fering legal and medical referral, counseling, hot
line with trained members & special activities. For
information call 843-2750.

"ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY TEST~
Roommate n~eded to share 3-bdrm. 2·bath house LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, conflden·
immediately available. Sl401mo. Call 645·2777 .tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
'N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by--,lllne.14 ,hours
after 6 PM.
a day: 422-0606; or toll free l (8001 4 ~.,_ae·.. •'.

Stereo, Realistic AM/FM stereo w! stereo cass. :emale needed to share 2-bed & 2-bath apt. .,,,
and 8-track. Full r.ecording features w! dual mother femllle. 3 miles from UCF. Call Karen at
meters. Compact unit has turntable. Asking $150 Ul-8117.
but price negotiable. Contact Jeff, 298-2051.

r----------------i

help wanted

1974 VW Sun Bug, new paint, brakes, clutch,
rebuilt engine, good ~nd. $2100. Phone Mickey,
282-5665.
Part-time, earn big income plus bonuses as an in·
~-------------___,;...! dependent dealer selling an auto emergency road
kit. Total investment $36. Write for information
to: Manager, P.O. Box 21161, Seattle, WA 98111.

for .re.n t

typists .

services

Social Science Research Services, P.O. Box 361,
Orlando, Florida 32802, 647-3059. Survey
research, policy analysis, papers and briefs.
Licensed.

••• ECONO-MOVE 896-9037

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Tenn
papers·, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
.of spellin1,, srammar, punc. and editing included.
Reasonable. Ca~I Bea, '78-1386. ·
Typing service availible~ 11 years experienc~
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of
spelling, grammar, punctuation. Term papers,
thesis, dissertations, research papers, resumes,
and typing. All work prepared on IBM display
writers. Full·time staff, all have college degrees
24-hr. turnaround avail. 671-3007.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST - FAST - ACCURATE
EDITING - DAY OR EVENING - 678-0241.
Miscellaneous typing wanted. Reasonable. Cal
855-7325 after 5 PM.
Professional typing. Quality service at an ·affor·
dable price. One day service. Call us! 425-8745.
Ml:.CELLANEOUS TYt'HHi WANTED. REASONABLE
- CALL 855-7325 AFTER 5 PM.

. TYPING - appearance counts in grading! Ex·
perienced typist • 1 mi. from campus ·do all types
of work. Materials & minor editing included. 18
Sel. II. Marti, 365-6874 before 7:30 AM or afte
5:30 PM or UCF X2811.

·carpool
Carpool, Deland area. Contact Bill, 734-4763.
I

11-••·

APTS MOVED FROM $69. HQMES FROM $99. OF·
FICE MOVING. LOCAL-LONG DISTANCE.

ATIENTION CERTIFIED SCUBA DIVERS
Duplex for rent, Yz mile from UCF. 2·bedroom, 2- Need housekeeper 2:45 PM to 4:45 PM Mthrough Expand your abiliti~s. THE DIVE STATION in
bath. $350/month. ean 862..0733 for information. F. $3.25 per hr. Call after 6 PM, 331-8740. Fem cooperation with NAUI is offering an ADVANCED
Park area. Must be dependable.
DIVERS COURSE. COURSE begins on 1127182, '
Two-bdrm.fl-bath apt. across from U~F. Unfum.,'
finishes 3131182. 20 sessions • lectures on We.
air, immediate occupancy. 7 mo. or l yr. lease. Ph. Comp. ScilEngr. student to program in Navy · nights, 10 dives on Saturday. TUITION: $200 in·
275-3439.
·
Research Lab. Task: Develop computer (Atari) eludes $20 textbook, all class materials, dive
game simulating training in signalling school for · trips (boat fees, air fills, park entrance fees, etc.).
Furnished private room with phone and utilities ship to ship communication. Requirements: Junif'tr We will carpool for trans. CERTIFICATION: NAUI
included. Some kitchen privileges for 2 people. level with at least 12 more months of stude!'lt ADVANCED DIVER certification card, diploma, and Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
~
5210 a month. Couple P!eferred. Will be required sta~ding. Course wo~k in Assembly Language and cloth patch. For more information call REED CLINE .
to assist manager occasionally. Five miles north of . Basic. Related experience helpful. Pay: $5.75/hr. at 273-6770.
S.peakers Servi ce
~~
UCF in Oviedo. 365-5276.
' to start. Max. 20 hr/wk.If interested, bring UCF +------~---------" 2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK
transcript and resume to Dr. David W. Abbot,
Wtr. Springs, 3-bdrm. 2~th house. Brand new. . Psychology Dept., C8321, Ext. 2547.
628-0405
-.
Access to tennis ch. & pool. $375/mo. Call Jim at
-Toll Fre>P 800-4 \2· 'i249
·422·2600 or 351-9149.
Job·opening at NTEC for Elec. fngr. major. Jr.ISr. Hyou wanted to register for Sexual Behavior (SOP
PllYSICIAN MANAGED·
level preferred ·with knowledge of computer 3772) this semester but were unable to do so,
ESTABLISHED 1973
design,
hardware,
programming
in
assembly
please
contact
Dr.
Randy.fisher
at
ext~
2552
or
in
Oviedo • new ·3-bdrm. lYi·bath 2-story, cedar
language.
Bring
transcript
to
Betsy
Gray,
.ADm
GCB325.
deck, garage, convenient to bank, post offiee, and
shopping. $385/month or $130 each for 3 or $105 243, Ext. 2671.
each for 4. 365-5606.
Pt.-time homecleaners needed 10 to 20 hrs. per
Stalls for rent, UCF' Oviedo area. $45/month, full wk. Must have high school diploma trans. and
board avail. Ph. 365-7094. ·
phone. Can earn up to $4 per hr. within lst 3 mo.
Call 671-7463 for details.

personal·
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.·Rape - - - - - - - : - - - - - - f r o m P&Je 1
ed down.
The suspect also carried a three to
four-inch blue steel revolver, of .32
or .38 caliber with a brown handle.
Blanton says there are no definit.e
leads in ~he case, but UCF police and

Orange County Sheriff's Depart·
ment officers are questioning all persons who fit the description.
· Anyone with information concern·
ing this case may call the UCF
police at X-2422.

I

This sign was posted the day after the rape (Jan. 5). It was .removed
Wednesday by the a<f:ministration

Administr(ltion recom.mends
use of trail safety precautions
by Kim Hawley
Future staff

ed at some length whether we can
provide some additional police -protection but it's not feasible because

The UCF exercise trail, which had
been closed since Jan. 6, pending a of the length of the trail and the
security review, was reopened small number of officers available to
Wednesday. The trail was closed
following the report of a rape there~
According to Dr. Les-lie Ellis, UCF
Provost, a review committee made

patrol it.''
According to Loren Knutson,
direc;tor of Recreational Services,
prior complaints about the trail

three recommendations concerning
the trail.
'

have been largely about its upkeep.
Lt. Thomas Blanton of tlie campus
police said there have been several

The committee first suggested
that the number of warning signs be
increased SO· that every point of ac-

indecent exposure incidents
reported on the trail, but no reported
assaults.

cess to that trail has 8 sign nearby. ·
Ellis said runners who run alone
There is one sign at the trail's en- do so at their own risk. He stated,
"We can't arrest them but they're
trance now.
The second recommendation to making it easier for someone to
assault them. We didn'-t put that
. post signs requiring that people
must exercise in groups of two or sign up to pass the time of day."
more-. The sign would also require
The security review . was conducted by: John Smith, UCF poli~e
that- joggers report any incident immediately to the campus police, chief; Don Lee, Physical Plant -direcwhose number will be on the signs.
~r; Dr. Joyce Clampitt, university
The committee than recommend·
business manager; and John Goree,
ed that the university sponsor an on· vice president of Business Affails.
campus rape awareness program for · Ellis will pass them on to UCF presi·
all female employees and students.
Ellis said that if it is approved, a

dent Dr. Trevor Colbourn for a final
decision.

·.~~ ·t'aJU'el Jee. C'M.am J'w
FRESHEST ICE CREAM

~
Cem~ KOlhel

'

7 438 University Blvd.
University •q~are
678-0637 Open 10 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
COUPONSExPIREJAN. 22, 1982

8

TIRED OF BEING SNOWED
BY SHOE SALF.SMEN POSING AS 1\UDIO EXPERTS?
THEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT TUE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A
DOSE OF FACT INSTEAD OF.FICTION.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS- .
•KITS•CABINETS ·

• X-OVERS• DRIVERS.
•COMPLETE SYSTEMS
•REPAIRS ON ALL BRANDS
WHILE YOU WATCH

e

SO FEET WEST OF THE ·• ·
WINTER PARK SINK HOLE '

professional will be provided by the
campus police to conduct the pr~
gram. It would be offered at various
times throughout the semester.
Ellis said the committee "discuss-

MOTEL

IN

UNIVERSITY·SQUARE
2 Blocks N. of Stoplight
on 419 in Oviedo
*COLOR TV
*KING SIZE BEDS
*WATERBED
*REASONABLE RATES
*PERSONAL
ATMOSPHERE

365-5276

7416 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

.Deli Sandwiches
Cheese Platters
Wines Salads Beer

Pub Specialty
lt-tt~ Co~NJl(l~ Of ~~I~ ~ ~

euf,

5W\~ l~

MP~ 17 Wle~c;i wrr~ 00~~1~(.. ~ ~ . .

Weekend Entertainment
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learn to fight back

Dorm student wards off assailant
by Andrea O'Malley
Mure ataff · -

"In my hometown, you could run around
nude at midnight, and no one would blink,''
Elisa said. "Here, I have to be more careful."
Elisa ·is one of several young women who
have felt the repercussions of a, growing
university: increas0d crime which includes sexual offenses.
Elisa, 18, and a dorm student
at UCF, is
1
originally from a small town in Maine. ''I was
safe in my little cage up there," she explained;
''mostly because of my own ignorance, I
guess."
She was not.safe, however, one autumn night
during her ~st_ semester at UCF. ~ving her
room at 11 p.m. to make a long-distance phone
call, Elisa was attacked from behind as she
w.alked toward the Student Center.
"I put on a pair of jeans and a sweatshirt. I
went downstaii:s and when I passed one of
those brick encasements just outside the side
doors of my dorm, this guy came up from
behind me and started fondling my breasts and
gyrating his pelvis against my backside-, "
Elisa explained. ''My arms were free sol pushed him back and kicked him in the groiii-just
like in the movies.''

After breaking ·free, Elisa bolted up to her
room, never·seeing the attacker's face.
"I didn't tell a soul about it," Elisa said. "It
· was embarrassing, and I felt so stupid-But if
it happened again, I'd report it."
Elisa said she has heard nothing from her
friends on campus about other attacks. "But
they could be just like me," she said. "Too em·
barrassed to talk.''
This semester, Elisa goes out at night
·escorted by a male friend. She· is afraid some
females on campus are less careful than she is
.
about being alone at night.
"Some of the girls (on campus) look like they
just stepped out of Vogue magazine to take
some classes," Elisa commented. It may be
that some women . stimulate potentially
dangerous people to attack, she said.
Other state universities have implemented
escort .service~ for women who need to get
around at night. At UCF, students can call the
campus police to be escorted, but Elisa said
she has never been informed of this service. · '
Though Elisa was sickened and disgusted by
the attack, she said she felt sorry for the at·
tacker. "People who do that kind of thing are
sick and pathetic," she said. "I was violated;
and there's no excuse for that, but I feei pity
for someone who does something like that."

Common sense, courag·e key to self-defense
by Elizabeth lwaszuk

China and is a basic self-defense that can be learned quickly. At the Wah
L~ Kung Fu Temple, group classes run Monday through Friday from 6:30
You are at your night class, and the friend who usually walks you to your p.rh. .to 7:30 p.m. and Tai Chi classes on Saturdays from 9:00 to 10:00 in the
car didn't show up. You look around at your fellow classmates, but don't see morning. Cost is figured on a monthly basis. The fir_st month costs $100,
any familiar faces. So you figure it's not that far of a walk; you will just go which includes the cost of registration, uniform, and membership form. The
·
following months cost $25 to $50 depending on whether a student learns ·
by-yourself.
.Halfway to your car, you notice someone lurking in the shadows of the privately or in group classes~
buildings. A funny sensation tingles through your body. It imn'lobilizes you
The Winter Park YMCA sponsors two continuing programs on Jujitsu
for a few seconds. Then the realization strikes: The stranger is following and karate.
you.
.
Jujitsu's heritage is traced to the era of the samurai· of feudal Japan. A
You start running. Your books begin to fall out of your hands. You glance discipline using punches, kicks and strikes, Jujitsu is the ·original method of
:
Japanese weaponless fighting.
behind your shoulder once more then stop dead in your tracks.
Classes at the YMCA are offered on Tuesday and Thursday nights from
The stranger's hands are outstr~tched, groping for your neck. You
·
scream. But no sound can be heard except for a brusque, masculine voice in· 7:15 to 8:45. The cost is $26 for non-members and $20 for members.
structing you to follow him ''peacefully, or else.''
,
Karate classes at the YMCA are taught by Linda Liquori on Tuesday andl
Or else, what? Well, th8t all depends on you and whether you can over· ~hursday nights from 6:00 to 7:30. The cost is $9 for members and $18 for.
come your sense of fear and try rationally to divert an attacker. Diversion nonmembers.
can be achieved by you or anyone else who takes the time to-learn or become
~arate is a defe?~ive and offensive martial art which allows for fighting
familiar with self-defense.
using every conceivable part of the body as ·a weapon. As with the other
Self-defense is not exclusive to the martial arts, but can also'involve learn· martial arts. karate is also studied for spiritual aspects.
Finally, the Academy of Olympic Karate in Altamonte Springs has
ing psychological tactics to gain that needed advantage over· an assailant.
Officer Jim Bishop Qf the Orlando Police Department conducts a 1 to lY2·. karate, Tae-Kwon·Do, Jujitsu, and Shito Ryu (a style of karate) classes.
hour · presentation which covers background information on state Taught Monday through Thursday. classes vary according to the level oj
statutes regarding rape, alternatives for reactions to attack, tips for competency, ~d cost $5 to $10 a ~k.
.
avoiding dangerous situations, discussion of societal perceptions of rape,
and how a family can help a rape victim.
· Groups who wish to hear Bishop's presentation can contact the Orlando
Police Department to make arrangements. Though UCF has no similar pro·
gram, Lt. Thomas Bl1µ1ton of the campus police can arrange to have a rapeReported victims of rape in
prevention program set up by the Orange County Sheriff's Department.
SUSPECT IDENTITY CHART
Florida
range in age from two
Oftentimes community groups and some of the othe.r colleges in the area
Pnysical Description
months to 91 years. While a
have seminars periodically, designed specifically for women to learn possirelatively large number of
ble ·alternatives to thwart off attackers. These are usually advertised in
reported victims fall into the 13-25
local newspapers.
.
.
year-old age -bracket, indications
· Below is a listing of 9ome of the schools that offer weaponless self-defense
are that this is due to an increased
classes in Orlando.
Snort
reporting rate in this age group.
Kim's School of Tae-Kwon-Do on Mills Avenue holds classes in
To inform and educate students
weaponless defense that originated in Korea. Tae-Kwon·Do literally
about
sexual assault, the Orange
translates intO the "Art of Kicking and Punching," but actually is an art
County
Sheriff's . Department is
that encompasses the physical as well as the spiritual self. Master Y. K.
distributing
a pamphlet, publishKim, a 7th degree blackbelt, teaches all of the classes. Approximately 2(10 ed
by
the
Attorney
General's of·
women, ranging from age 5 to 66 are enrolled in Kim's school. Classes cost
fice,
to
dorm
residents
at UCF.
$30 to $40, depending on whether a student takes private or group classes,
Investigative
procedur~s
to
and are scheduled at ll:30 a.m., 4:00 p.m.,·5:30 p.m., 6:30 p.m., and 7:30 p.m.,
p0ssibility
of
convic·
enhance
the
Monday through Frid~y.
tion of rape sus~ts have im·
The Wah Lum Kung Fu Temple on Goldenrod Road teaches Tai Chi and
proved
greatly over the last few
Wahlum Preying Mantis.
years.
Included
is a suspect iden·
The study of Tai Chi concentrates on meditation in motion using slow
tity
chart
to
help
in understanrespiration and balanced, relaxed positions through integrated exerci~e.
ding
what
things
to
look for and
The practice of Tai Chi builds and tones muscles while also improving inter·
remember
in
identifying
sexual
na1 strength. Tai Chi can eventually be used for self-defense as a student
as
well
as
assault
suspects,
becomes advanced. Tai Chi is usually practiced by an individual for well·
burglars, robbers, or any other
being and vitality.
Wahlum Preying Mantis was initially taught at the Wahlum Temple in criminals.
Futur• atatt

Sheriff'.s department to release .
pamphlet on assault at UCF
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lnstructo~ E~fells with "big.sculpture" at left. Above, volcanic upheaval is
reflected m his outdoor studio, as well as in his finished work.

UCF Sculptor Johann Eyfells: creation as dialog
by Larry Thompson
Future staff

8?me of the l~ger circles .and squares are like giant plates, covered with
vaned ~metnc configurations of melted alloys. The s~very hue is offset

For many of us, there is a wonderfully mysterious and energetic feelirlg
that comes when the blackness of night closes in. And it is not unusual to
see, on any given night, a solitary figure with a glowing torch in hand, kneeling over dripping clumps of me~ on a grassy field in east Orlando.
The man IS sculptor Johann Eyfells, a UCF art professor who prefers to
practice his craft at night simply because ''it feels right.'' He has spent the
past year in his four-acre outdoor studio creating the series of metal
sculptures that are currently on exhibit at the Cornell Fine Arts Center at
Rollins College.
Ori this day, Eyfells stood by the two small, rusting vats that function as
his metal foundries. A blower fan at each one maintained a steady heat
from the kerosene-fired burners. Piled around the burners were bits of scrap
metal; a jalousie window frame, a piece of a twisted truck ramp, and various
pots and pans gathered from second-hand stores.
"Any source at all," said Eyfells, will suffice in providing the common
materials which he then transfo~s into the unusual metallic designs.
He has been presently working on a new s~ries of seven discs. "The idea is
to create a family," he said. The discs are even set to a '-'human scale" of
roughly 6 feet in diameter. He is drawn: tQ the "uniformity of design of a circle'' as well as that of a square.
Included in the exhibit are a collection of seven rings, or discs, as well as
his "Homage to Equival~nts," a group of seven 3-ft.-wide squares.
The number 7 is of important conceptual signi(icance in Eyfells' work. He
described it as "really a good substantial thing to work with. It taxes one's
nna_gination.''

by spots of bright copper or brass but, according to Eyfells, "Color is more
arbitrary. The emphasis is on texture.''
·
As he described some of his various works, ~any in different· stages of
com~letion,_ Eyfell.s_detail~ his ~~ure hope~ for a sculptural "garden" on
the site of his-studio. It will be a dialogue with nature," he said. There will
be a natural balance of contrasts,, which the viewer may perceive in a
n~ber of waY,s such as openlclosed, light/dark, male/female, or even conscious/unconscious.
·
.
Set off from the discs near the foundries are several massive concrete
structures rising out of the earth. These "big .s culptures", as he called
them, exude the simplicity of natural contrast.
.
. For ex_ampl?, l~ted next .to one of th~ 35-ton sculptures, which is
s~tuated m a nght-side up position, stands another in an upside-down posit10~.
Lying in the grass near one of the 10-foot deep pits in the garden are
several curved metal "jackets" that will serve as molds for a 50-ton, four
columned archway. · Presently, only the pilings which form the "head"
the sculpture are completed.
· Next to each excavated pit, the earth that was dug up ~as been shaped into.a.mound to form a natural pedestal for a corresponding sculpture, maintaimng Eyfells' concept of a natural balance.
.·
·
E!fells said that each project requires three to four months to complete.
As m the case of some of the stone works, he was.able to produce "a foot a
day of created concrete." But whether he is formiJ;ig metal rings or sculpting
f l1s,page 9-.
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("Ev~rybody's

Professional hypnotist Tom
DeLuca will be in the SCA Wednesday, Jan. 27 at 8 p.m. The show,
whi~h Newsweek called "one of the
most requested acts on college campuses today r'' consists of a
demonstration of hypnosis, followed
by a parody of ESP, which DeLuca
calls BSP. For more info, call the
Student Center, at 275-2611.
JVC's 2nd annual video competition offers $30,000 in prizes this
year. Entrants must be over 16 and
currently enrolled in school. Video
tape entries must be original works
in these categories: documentary
(20 min. maximum length), news.
shor.t (5 min.) or creative (20 min.).
Grand prize winners in each
category will recieve a $1,000
scholarship and video equipment for
himseH and his school. For official
entry blanks and more info, call the
Future at 275-2601, or come by the
editorial office on Libra Drive.

Runners, on your mark! Two
5,000 meter (3.1 mile) events are
scheduled. ''Run for Heart," a
benefit for the Heart Associationsponsored by the Hyatt Orlando and
the Track Shack-begins at 9 a.m. at
the Hyatt Orlando. All runners will
get free t-shirts. Entry fees are $5
advance, $7 the day of the race, Feb.
13. For more info, call the Track
Shack, 1322 N. Mills Ave.
The City of Orlando is hosting the
2nd Annual "Sweetheart Run Under
the Stars" at Turkey Lake Park at 6
p.m. the same day. Registration is
$2 per person and $1 per extra couple. Call Paul Mesa at 849-2288 for
·more info.

Sentinel Star book editor Ed
Hayes will host the Friends of the
Library's fifth annual Dinner With
the Authors Feb. 20 at the Intemational Drive Holiday Inn. Tickets
are $12.50 per plate. A reception_for
the writers at 6:30 begins the evening, followed by the dinner and talk
sessions with Fran Leibowitz
("Metropolitan Life"), A.E. Hotchner ("The Man Who Lived at the

of

Ritz"),

a~d

Frank Deford·. readings from the play.
All-American"). Call
the library at 425-4694 for reservations and more info.
Circus World is auditioning talent
Jan. 30-31. Experienced actors,
Team Rosters are due for UCF in- singers, magicians, and traditional
tramural basketball and soccer.
circus acts like fire-eating and
~yone who wishes to play either sword-swallowing are needed. Call
sport may sign up at the Recrea- ·their personnel office between 8 a.m.
tional Services office. Deadlines are and 5 p.m. at (305) 422-0643 or (813) ·
Tues. Jan. 26 for basketball, and 424-2421.
Wed. Jan. 27 for soccer.
Rec Services is sponsoring
"Refocus," ail exhibit of alumni
physical fitness classes again. The photography, opens in the Fine Arts
cla~ses are from noon to 1 p.m., and'
Gallery (HFA 305) Friday, Jan. 15.
free to students. For more info on Twenty-three former students are
the .free exercise, ~ero~ic dance, featured in this impressive show
. weight lifting and aqua dynamics that runs until Feb. 12.
Call
classes, call Rec- Services at 275-2676 for more info.
27~-2408.
Pianist Clifton Matthews will be
Open auditions for Arthur Miller's
the guest performer at the Annual
"The Price" will be held at the
Scholarship Benefit of the Central
.I
Science Auditorium Monday, Jan.
Florida
Music
Teachers'
Associa25 at 2. p.m. and Tuesday, Jan. 27 at
7 p.m. Performance dates are March tion. Matthews will perform in con18-21, and March 25-27. Call the cert Jan. 29 at 8 p.m. at Loch
theater dept. for more info at Haven, and conduct a master class
275-2861. Director Harry Smith ad- in piano Jan. 30 at 9 a.m. For more
vises that the auditions will be info, call Ruby To'Wnes at the music
dept., 275-2867.

l
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DEllVERYSERVICE·AVAILABLE

\:).

~ MiSter

OPl:N

....~

24HOURS.

:

Neil Orzo

Donut:

Jack McCabe

MAITLAND

~N&GZ& GG~TGN

WONK$

Done by JOE BREAZEALE
''.L uthier''

-

0 Complete Repairs
DAilWork Guaranteed
o Custom Electronics
OMother of Pearl Inlays
0 All acoustic & Electric Sring Iru:buments D20% Discount with UCF ID
~ 2200 Forsyth Road G-19

671-9451

Enjoy The Greek Life
at ·"Olym.pia"
Live Entertainment
Gree·k Cuisine
. ~elly

273- 7836

Dancin~ &

•

by.Stacey Lewis

•

Future staff

•

:

.

Monday- Friday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. or by appointment

.i
••
•

1'510 S. Orlando.Ave., Maitland, FL. 32751

~~~

! Bonus for film buffs
•
Fans of UCF's low-cost film series will be glad to note that similar programs are offered elsewhere in the area.
Rollins College has a film series similar to last semester's listings at UCF.
Starting with January 15, Rollins has.scheduled ''The Blue Lagoon," "Kentucky Fried Movie," "The Kids are Alright," "Rough Cut," and "Watership Down.'' The films are offered Friday and Saturday nights at 7:30 p.m.
in the Bush Science Center Auditorium on campus. The Rollins Association
sponsors the free films. For more info, call 646-2186.
Also at Rollins is The Cinema Society's membership series of foreign
films. Although single show tickets are not available, a. $10 membership
can still be purchased for the remaining five films: "Shoot the Piano
Player," (Feb. 7), "Umberto D'" (Feb. 28), "Kagemusha" (March 21),
"Maedchen in Uniform" (April 18) and "Beauty and the Beast" (May 9).
Send checks for the season tickets to Rollins College Cinema Society,
Campus Box 2666, or call the English Department for details.
Loch Haven Art Center is screening a series of classic films, beginning
with the Japanese feature "Dodes Kaden," on January 15. Their films are
every other'. Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Center's auditorium. On
Jan. 30 is Malcolm McDowell in "If," a film about a revolution in an
English public school. February 12's film is "T~X 1138," Paul Lucas' first
work. Tickets for Loch Haven films are $2.
Membership in the John Young Museum'~ Cinema Club is $8.50 annually
which admits you to 50 films per year, as well as free admission to the
museum and planetarium, a 10 percent discount in the Science .Gallery,
Special Exhibit previews and the club publication.
John Young's films are shown three times weekly: Friday at 7 p.m., Saturday and Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
· ·
Starting with Capra's "It Happened One Night" on January 22nd, the
series will feature "Hanover Street," "California Suite," "Damn Yankees,"
"The Barefoot Executive," "Dial M for Murder," "Camelot," "The Diary of
Miss Jane Pittman," "Battlestar Galactica," "Oh, God!", "East of Eden,"
"Here Comes~· Jordan," "Son of Fl~bber," and "Down to Earth."

· PARK PlACE.

Greek Dancing

NOT MUCH MONEY ~ NO PROBLEM. Refinance FHA, VA or Comt. Close to UCF
this remodeled 2/11/z .tth fenced ya~d is priced right at *41, 900. Call Barbara
Pletsch at 282-1190 or 282-6744.
PARK PIACE INC.., REALTORS

8505 E. C:olonial Drive

WESLEY FOUNDATION
Winter Schedule
Sunday~ - Worship Service - 10:30 a. m. SCA-A
Mondays - SEARCH: The Parables of Jesus, 4 p.m.
SSB 143
Wednesdays- Fellowship'Meeting- 4 p.m. SOL

SPECIAL EVENTS
Florida United !v1ethodist Student Conference, Feb.
26-28, Leesburg, Florida
EyeGlass Recycliing
Other retreats, projects, and trips.
COME JOIN US
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: $1.00 ADMISSION

••
••

•••••••••••••
$1.00 ADMISSION :

••
••
••

.

.• • ...... ....
.i . .ADMIT
. . . . . . . . .TWO
. . . . . . FOR
. . . . . .ONE
........ i
~~

~

.I~

•

:

~.

WITH -THIS COUPON OR UCF l.D., SUNDA v=-THURSDAY ~NL Y

: NOW PLAYING: BODY HEAT
•
MIDNIGHT: CREECH & CHONG'S NEXT MOVIE

•• ·
•

SHOWTIMES: 7 :30 & 9:45, MIDNIGHT FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Conway Shopping Center

•

:

:

•

••
•

(Next. to Sheik's rb Duffs)
4446 Curry Ford Road

·•••
••••••

PHONE: 282-FILM
WINE•GAMES

•
•
•••••=

,-

-
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.Eyfel ls---~----from P· 1
with stone, Eyfells said, ''·The unconscious energy is·the same for all work.''
Determining the physical layout of his large garden is to Eyfells "a
discov~ry process." He described it as "sensing a hidden structure." He
has even included a series of "lawn pictures," created when the heated patterns -of the metal molds burned their shapes into the ground.
WI
Eyfells' home is a short walking distance from the garden. As he sat in
The next lunch, in celebration ~f the comfortable den, surrounded by dozens of his earlier sculptures··as well
St. Patrick's Day, will fe~ture Irish . as paintings and bone-like sculptures created by his wife, Kristin-Eyfells
food.
described himself.
·
The last lunch will be a Hawaiian
"I consider myself a natur.alist," he said, "someone reflecting a deeper
luau, tentatively scheduled to be structure of nature.',
.
Eyfells s~d that perhaps the volcanic environment of his native Iceland
held at Lake Claire April 14·,
Menus for the last three lunches influenced his direction in the style of the jagged metal sculptures he
have not been finalized but all lun- creates. Another influence was his father, a prolific landscape artist who
. c~es will :t>e .served from 11 a.m. un· produced more than 7,000 paintings during his career.
. til 1 p.m. m the Student Center
Eyfells left Iceland (where several of his works are on display outside the
cafeteria. E.ntertainment will be museum in Reykjavik) in 1946. After moving to Florida fro:rp. Califorma, he
featured durmg each meal.
earned a degree in architecture. He completed a master's degree in fine arts
The Italian dinner will also be from the _University of Florida and came to UCF in 1969.
served in the ·u~versity_ DiningWithin the next twQ years_, Eyfells plans to show more of his works oil a
Room. Buon Appetito!
tour of the Scandirl.avian countries.
For the present, however, there is the on·gomg show at Rolliiis College.
There is his teaching job at PCF. · And,·there is more to be done at the founci;ies. From the small, vine-covered two-piece m~tal sculptures abandoned
stx years ago to the yet uncrowned, grass-cove:1'ed earth pedestals, the
garden of Johann Eyfells echoes the continual dialogue between Man and
Nature. -'

Aro Un d the wor Id
SAGA has taken on an intema·
tional flavor this semester. Beginning Jan. 20, one day a month
students will be treated to cuisine
from another country.
The first of the four lunches will
feature food from Italy. Entrees inelude _- lasagne, · veal parmesan,
spaghetti with meatballs and· stuff~shells. Enter\;ainment will be provided by strolling Italian musicians,
Ponte and Van.
·
Feb. 17 students will delight in
· Chinese cooking.

"th SAGA

.

.

81.00·0FF TO STUDENTS WITH THIS AD
ON ANY JEWELRY OR WATCH REP AIR

·GATEWAY

JEWELERS
· · 40-Vo OFF.
·ALL141i
NECKCHAINS &BRACELETS
· University Square Shopping Center
Corner of University Blvd. & Goldenrod
MON~SAT

10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

.

ll AMto7 PM

2-FOR-l DRINKS
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS

•

-

.

·= SUPER BOWL DAY
:

.

MONDAY •••••••••~
•Big Screen Football
•Quart ~ight $1. 75
TUESDAY ••••••••••

~Drink or Drown

8PM.to12 PM

Sunday,Jan.24

7 PM to lOPM
•

THURSDAY•••••••••
•Ladies Night
3 Free Drinks for Ladies

.

•

BECAUSE WE LOVE THE LADIES ...

ADMISSION!

SPMto 12PM

PLUS
.THURSDAY, JAN.21 IS LADIES NIGHT
FREE ·T·SHIRT WITH STUDENT I.D.

Girls $3/Guys $5
All You Can Drink!

_3 FREE DRINKS EVERY THURSDAY

SUNDAY••••••••••••
•Drink or Dr.o wn

:

•

ORLANDO, FLA.

F~EE

i

•
•
•
••
: ¥2 BIG SCREENS¥:
• .
•
: Happy Hour All Day :
•
•:
:
&Evening
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
••
••
•
•

WEDNES_DAY~••••_•••

•25¢ Bar Drinks &
25¢ Drafts ·

..

•
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•• ·
•

DAILY HAPPY HOUR

Girls $3/Guys $5
All Y-ou Can Drink!

678-4973

.

.
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.Gergora--------------trompage Senate. action
1

:He said, "The administration will
not even admit.a problem exists:·
···T he student government has done
its job, the student newspaper has
done its job...but -the students feel ·
they have been betrayed by their
own administration,'' Gergora said.
He added that Scott, who
represents the university in all ·
negotiations with SAGA, is biased
for the food service. ''People who go
to the food service committee
Jlleetings honestly believe- Scott is
an employee of SAGA; he defends
them to the limit," said Gergora.
Scott denied favoritism to SAGA
and said, "We (the. administration)
are
to improve the system,
but the lines of communication need
to be improved" between the

trying

students, the administration, and
SAGA.
Scott said the committee has
come up with several improvements
in the system and is working on
others.
Gergora said his decision to resign
was not sudden, but made "after
years of frustration and broken promises" on the part of the administration.
"Drastic situations need drastic
action," Gergora said. . "The administration needs to be shaken out
of its malaise. My resignation
dramatizes the seriousness of the
problem."
''The studenis, particularly the
dorm students, are angry and
they're orgariizing," Gergora said.

. NEED AUTO - INSURANCE?i .
You need
. to caU,.~
..

He stated that petitions have been
circulated repeatedly, but had fallen
on deaf ears in the administration.
Gergora said he plans to devote
his· full time. to the issue. "The
students perceive that Student
Government isn't doing anything,
and they're forming their own
groups. They're talking boycotts
and protests. This problem is not going to just go away."
Reaction to Gergora 's resignation
was mixed within the senate. Vice
President Tico Perez said the
resignation was dramatic and that
"somethjng like that needed ~ be
done.''
''I hope it generates the publicity_
Tom wants, but I'm sorry to lose a ·
good senator with three years experience,'' Perez said.
Senator Kim Veroski said the
. resignation will "hurt more than it
helps, because the senate will now
have to go through the lengthy process of filling a senate seat and the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iiiii5~~~~~~~~~~,,
THE HAIR SU.O P
Precision Style Cut $ 7 .00
Full Service Salon

282-1700

UNION PARK

J?aily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

!~

. film under investigation
buildings included in the project
were: the Library, Engineering,
Humanities and Fine Arts and
Biologicai Sciences buildings, and
the Student Center cafeteria.

Future lfotf

-AuTO SALVAGE BROKERS~
AIRPORT TOWING
USED AUTO PARR
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE
24 HOUR TOWING
MOVE ABANDONED VEHICLES
BUY JUNK CARS
EAST Hwt. so .
UCF .
"'
EMERGENCY #27S-872t

568-2156

The UCF student senate Tuesday allocated $10,000 to the Office of Financial Aid to help fund
emergency · short-term student
loans.
The bill, sponsored by Sen.
Dave Bartholomew, was identical
.to legislation passed during the
last session of the senate. The
allocation is to be paid back ~t the
end of the session as it was last
year.
Bartholomew said federal
budget cuts caused a ~hortage of
funds
in financial aid,
necessitating the allocation.
In other action, the senate '
defeated Reapportionment Bill
14-7 that ~ould have increased
the nunber of Senate seats from
45 to 50.

Eight UCF windows crack;
: by Lisa Moller

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center) ·

-~ .

Future atatt

-

Walk-Ins Welcome

=·•:I

by Mike Griffin

An energy-saving solar ·film applied to windows at UCF last
November, may be the cause of
several broken windows in the past
The contract required that the
two ·m onths, according to Physical
company fustall the film for $1.17
Plant sources.
·
per square foot. . Approximately
The UCF Energy Committee in
12,000 to 13,000 square feet of film
November 1980 discussed energy
and cost-saving measures that could was installed for $12,000.
be instituted at the university. One
The project was completed during
idea tliat grew out of the meeting · the last week of November. Of the
was the use of heat-reducing film on 1,000 windows covered, eight have
some campus windows, according to cracked, three of ~hese in the last
committee member Richard
week.
Neuhaus, assistant director of the
- "The windows were never a proPhysical plant. When heat rays are
reduced, the temperature of the blem before,'' said Don Lee of the
room remains stable, making it Physical Plant. ''We had maybe one
easier and cheaper for the university or two that would break, but never
'
to heat and cool the rooms, Neuhaus this many."
The
university
is
still
unsure
of
said.
The film was expected to prevent the cause of the damages, but an in76 percent of outside heat and coid vestigation is underway.
Robert Webb, director of
froni entering the buildings.
Facilities
Planning, said windows
The energy committee accepted
are
installed
.to allow for expansion
bids from area companies· and chose
the lowest bidder, Energy Control and contraction of the glass during
Center, Inc.
The five - campus temperature changes. Webb said
the actual window installation may
have caused the breakage, if built
with "inadequate expansion space."

HAPPY HOUR

HQwever, Maintenance Supervisor Jim Clark said he thought. the
solar film caused the damage. Filmcovered windows stay warmer than
usual, retaining some of the heat
that would normally pass into the
buildings. Usually, the windows expand, but the film doesn't, creating
a surface tension that . may h.ave
broken the glass, he said.

4PMto6PM
MONDAY· FRIDAY
55¢ DRAFT

$2.75 PITCHERS

Film was first applied to windows
in the Student Center cafeteria. So
far, none of those.have cracked. No
windows have broken in the
Biological Sciences Building either.
The other three buildings have not
fared as well, however. Four windows have cracked in the
Humanities and Fine Arts Building
_and one in the Engineering
BWiding.

Trans Atlant~que will be h.ere
Fri. and Sat.

,f:sC!J(]aJl1 (]l313ll

~C!JO

._----------------~------------------------------------------------., 9• ·
;·

1
~
?

Replacement
of the windows will
cost
$130 to $140 each, depending
on the size of the window. Most of
the windows to be replaced are the.
same size, about" 6 to 8 feet hy 2.5
feet.
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·Sportswee_k·
UCF, ·Southe·rn head conference
by Vince Controneo
Future staff

The Sunshine State Conference has become one
of the most powerful basketball conferences in
the country for Division 11,and 1982 should be no
different. In fact, most of the SSC coaches polled
call the 1982 nee a "dogfight."
With Florida Southern and UCF as· defending
champions and the Mocassins current Division II
·national champs, this season's campaign should
have all the thrills <>f years gone by.
One new- team has been added to the SSC.
Florida Institute of Technology, located in
Melbourne, joins the league in an official capacity
despite playing a conference schedule the past
few years. FIT joins. UCF, Florida Southern,
Rollins, Eckerd, St. Leo, and Biscayne in 1982 to
comprise the conference.

UCF started off the year without four starters
of a year ago. Just when the "new Knights" got
used to playing together, three players, including
starting point guard Jeff Carrion, were lost to
academic ineligibility. Added to the lineup now
are Isaac McKinnon and Ken Allison, two former
players.
The Knights have improved their record to 11-2
so far this season, good enough to tie them for
tenth nationally. At the moment, Willie Edison,
the Knights' leading forward, paces UCF in scoring, hitting 15 points a game, and is among the

FLORIDA SOUTHERN
Led by a man they call the r'Franchise," the
Moving Moes of Lakeland are the top favorite to
capture the conference crown, 'and with good
reason. John Ebeling, Southern's 6'8" AllAmerican center will conclude his career this
season for head coach Hal Wissel:
Despite getting off to a 4-7 last year, the Moes
raced to a 24-8 season ·ending record on their way
to the national championship, losing only to UCF,
81-83, at home. So far this year, FSC is 6-7 after
shellacking St. Leo 91-44 to open the conference
play Tuesday:
Already Ebeling is off to a fast start. In 1982,
Ebeling is averaging 27 points a game while hauling down almost 14 rebounds a contest. This year
he ha$ help from forward Mark King, a 6'6"
junior who has given UCF fits in the p~st.
King is hitting for 18 points per game and adding seven rebounds. The one man to watch for
the Moes is guard · Brian Radon. Radon
is the glue to the squad and d.espite coming off a
groin injury, he should be near full strength by
the time the Moes visit UCF on Jan. 22.

...

nation's leaders in field goal percentage. Jeff
Dorschner, Ernie Tate and 'Ronnie Thornton also
are in double figures for the Knights.
Once again, UCF will depend on two things to
carry them to the conference crown. One, head
coach Torchy Clark's brand of "organized confu..
sion" should leave teams looking for answers and
two, UCF must depend on its siXth man. That
man is coach. Clark who . continues to pull
strategies out of the hat that no one has seen yet.

ROLLINS
They once were all just freshmen but now, th~
Rollins Tars have grown up and are ready to
make that quest for the conference championship
that has· eluded them for so fong.
·
The Tars, coached by second year man Tom
Klusman, ·are led by their candidate for AllAmerican honors, 6'8" center Joel Fiser. Fiser
just became Rollins' all-time scorer this past
week in the Tars' seventh win of the season.
Rollins finished 4-6 in the conference last
season but Fiser has fellow seniors Craig Koppelman, Stu Colling and Glen Braziel t.o help out
.
·
this year.
Klusman has a year of coaching experience
behind him and the Tars are a veteran ballclub
featuring an All-American center. It has the makings of a conference champion. If the Tars can
keep up with the fast pace of the other SSC
S9!1ads, they could be the sleeper of the year.

BISCAYNE

Ken Stiblet's Biscayne Bobcats are tired ofbe.ing a spoiler but 1982 should have that same role
for the s~hool from Miami.
Ted Miserak, the Bobcats' high-scoring guard,
has been out of the lineup since the second game
with a kn~ injury. Perry Sinith, ;Biscayne's
center, and Cal Lambert, Biscayne's other guard,
have tried to piCk up the slack for the 5-5 Bobcats.
Stibler .says his · squad must rebound consistently in order to be a contender but Stibler
adds that UCF and Florida Southern are the ·
teams to beat.
UCF
. The other teams of the conference, St. Leo
UCF has won a share of the conference title for
Eckerd and FIT have problems now but could be
four of the past six years, and is considered a
teams of the future.
favorite. However, it is an uphill battle. to the
Each of the clubs are beset by both injuries and
Sunshine State Conference for the Knights.
Willie Edison goes up for a shot against Eckerd
UCF,page 13

Tough schedule pays off

Women open conferenq_e with .a .bang
The majority of the Knights' of- chez said. "We can say we've played
fense,
though, was provided by ·the Pennsylvania's and th_e
Spomedltor
senior Teresa Tinsley. ';I'insley led all Purdue's, and in the long run it is
The Lady Knights basketball scorers with 22 points hitting on 10 better for the team than just playing
team played its first Sunshine State
a bunch of smaller teams and
of 16 field goals and two of two building up a good record.''
"'· Conference game ever last Tuesday
shots . from the free throw line.
and crune away with an impressive
· Tinsley is also the Knights most
consistent player averaging 14
111 to 52 win over Eckerd College.
points
per grune.
UCF crune out playing aggressive
''Teresa is our only senior and we
by D~ve Sherman

The experience UCF ha~ received
from playing Division I teams certainly paid off ~gainst Eckerd and
will continue to pay off as the Sunshine State Conference wears on.

I

basketball and scored 12
unanswered points before Eckerd expect a lot from her,'' Sanchez said.
got on the scoreboard. However, the "Teresa has been hot and cold for us
lately, but 'we know we can depend
·
Knights aggressive play got them in on her when we need ~er."
foul trouble early. Four UCF players
The win raised the Knights record
were -in foul trouble at the end of the
to
seven and ten, but if you've seen
first half.
them play you know that record is
''Fouls are always a problem,'' deceiving. UCF has played eight
said Head Coach Joe Sanchez, ''but
I feel we can go out and play ag- Division I opponents accounting for
gressively and rely on our bench for eight of the ten losses. The most recent of those losses was to Stetson
support if we have to."
Wednesday night, 79-64, and to the
The bench provided more than
enough support against Eckerd. universities of Pennsylvania, 71-63
Debbie Putzi came off the bench to and Purdue, 67-65, last weekend in
score 15 points and Susan Prehn ad· the first UCF Holiday Classic.
"I like to ask who you play," S~ded 13 points.

Edison powers ·Knights
in conference·opener
who poured in a career high 26
points. Jeff Dorschner, Ronnie
Thornton and Ernie Tate also scored
n double figures as UCF upped their
season record to 11-2, good enough
to rank them tenth nationally in the ·
Those fears were only multiplied last Division II poll.
when the Knights held a slim three
point lead at the half, and they had
"We didn't play our game in the
to ·come from behind to · manage first half,'' said Edison. ''We went to
that. However, Clark's fears were our wide open grune in the second
put to rest when UCF came running half and they just tired."
in the second half.
The Knights get back into
The Knights opened the second
half With nine unanswered points
building up a 53 - 41 advantage that ference play this coming Tuesday as
would never be in danger for the re- they travel across town to challenge
arch rival Rollins in the Enyhart
mainder of the evening.
.
UCF was led by Willie Edison, Alumni Fieldhouse.
Heading into last Tuesday's Sunshine State Conference opener_Torchy Clark was worried his teain
wouldn't be able to match up to the
league's rugged competition. ·

con-

•
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-J;Japtist Campus Ministry Welcomes You!
l

Schedule for Spring Semester
(Clip and Save)

. W~ekly Schedule
Monday 7!00 - 7:50 a.m.

Prayer Meeting in
Room (non-credit) ·

Knight

I :00 - 2:00·p.m .. Class in Systematic Theology
in Student Services Bldg. 143,
across from Bookst.ore. Starts
Jan. 18th.

Wednesday

12~00

- 12:50

Friday 7 :30 - I 0:00 p.m.

Issues-oriented Bible Study iri
SSB 143.
·"Night
Light" Fellowship
Bible- Study, films, refreshStude9t
ments
in
the
Organizations Lounge.

Special Events

.

Y' Central Air

1. Look-in at the YMCA Friday, Jan. 15, 11 p.m. - 6 a.m .
· Games,swimming (indoor pool), inspiration. Good chance to
·
get ·a~qu~inted!
2. Francis Schaeffer film series, "Whatever Happened to the
Human Race" Jan. 8 - Feb. 12 at Night Light (see weekly
schedule).
.
3. Hayride. Feb. 12 at lO ·p.m. after the Rollins b~sketqall
game.
4 . All night Bowl-a-thon, Feb. ·26 . Bowl all night for $5.00
and help raise money for summer missions project.

5. Spring Retreat Camp-out March l2-14 in Ocala Forest.
6. Mission Trip and World's Fair, April 30 - May 6 (during
break) . Repair wo;rk on ministry center in Harlem for 4 days,
then 2 days at the World's Fair in Knoxvllle, Tenn.

f

For more details, see Hal Burk, director, in Student Center
208 -or call 275-2076.

·1.·

I

~---~~~~~-------------rH

I'

MORETHANANURSE.
As an Army Nurse
you'll handle more
medical
responsibilities and ·fewer
non-medical details,
serving on Active
Duty or in the Army
Reserve or National
Guard.
Find out how Army
ROTC can help with
yourcollege expens_e s
and give you a big
advantage in your
nursing career.
For more information
contact:
Maj. James D. Hornaday
Chairman Military
Science Department
UCF (305) 275-.2430

YOU ARE INVITED! ~.

~

~~

~
~
~
~n
U

~

~
ARMY
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~

~

GET THE BENEFI'I'S
OFARMY NURSING.

a

n.

U

PROTESTANT WORSHIP
Every Sunday Morning
Student Center Auditorium 'A'
I 0:00 ~Coffee and Doughnuts_
10:~0 -Worship Service

.,

• .,

•H

•H

• .,

•

Rev.Bob Gibbs
(UUnit~ddMCethod~sMt). .
Director; n1te
ampus 1n1stry

~
~
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~
~
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Wrestling

On Campus Interviews

Match

JANUARY ·2 7 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Make Your First Career Step A Powerful ·one!

Tomorrow
by Jose A. Fajardo

Your future Is drawing near, and so are the decisions that wlll shape It. At TAMPA ELECTRIC, your
Electrical, Mecha.nlcal, or Chemical Engineering degree can play an Important role In the future that
wlll allo~ you to grow and expand as we do to meet the energy demands of the coming decade~ •

f\ltUre llatf

..._

The UCF wrestlers will have a
tough time preparing for
tomorrow's 1 p.m. wrestling match
against California State Pennsylvania. due to losses in personnel
by academic ineligibility or injuries.
Of all the wrestlers who are out
due to academic ineligibility,
Mahamoud Kenarch will be missed
the most according to Coach Mike
Aspesi. The 158 pound Kenarch was
ranked first in the world in the
Schoolboy Championship and also
won the World Junior Cliampion·
ship title in his division.
Hank Po~cher and Joe Bonura Will
be competing for the opening left by
Kenarch.
Losses due to injuries include

If responslblllty, challenge and growth are Important to your career, so Is TAMPA ELECTRIC COM·
PANY. Don't miss this opportunity to attend our upcoming On-Campus lntervl~ws. To arrange a
. convenient date and time, contact your Placement Office.
At TAMPA ELECTRIC, you'll receive an excellent salary, many valuable benlflts Important to a new
career, and exceptional opportunities to grow all In the exc1tement and beauty of $Unny Tampa
Florlda. Don't hesitate. Join TAMPA ELECTRIC, and give yourself more power for your future.
IF UNABLE TO ATT£ND
PLEASE FORWARD YOUR

RESUME TO:
Ray Meade

P.-0. Box 1124
Tampa, Floridi ~3601

~TM\PA

LillJ ELECTRIC

An Equal Opportunity
'Employer M/F

i•lliililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililiilllllllll;;;;;;;;;;====lllJf

Steve Policastro
(167), with an injured
shoulder, and
Bart Biddle
(177), ·who dislocated his elbow in
the Navy Match. .
Coach Aspesi hopes that the
return of heavyweight Brian Parker,
... who had broken his hand last fall, .
and th~ effort of undefeated Mike
Geary will help balance the losses
the team has confronted this winter.
"We'll be building this term, but I·
we still have a strong team on the
mats," 'Aspesi said. "And h..Qpefully .
the otqers will pick up the slack."
Over the Christmas break O"CF ·
beat Hiram· College of Ohio, 31;,12,
Olivet College of Michigan, 20-11,
tied Albany of NY, 22-22, and lost to
Navy 7-40. The.Knights dual match
record now stands at 2-1 •l •
... · As to the future of the wrestling
program here at UCF, there was a ·
rumor circulating indicating that
the UCF athletiC department mightconsider dropping the wrestling program. . "Just a nfinor, no more. H
stated Aspesi on the.matter.
Aspesi went ·on to explain that
UCF is the only school in Florida "
with su~h a wrestling program, and
-is a "much needed program." He
pointed out that Florida high school
wrestlers will have no where to go to
in the state for college wrestling if
UCF dropped it's program.

!
I

l
I

UCF-....:.---from page 11
inexperienced players on their :
roster. The St. Leo Monarchs '
brought in seven new players to im-1
prove on last year's 4-2 mark. Also .
.gone from St. Leo is their allconference point guard David Mur·
ray, who transferred to UCF but
was ruled academically ineligible.
Eckerd gqt a taste of what to expect this season when they· played
'UCF Tuesday night. They trailed
only by three at halftime only to lose
by 25 points. The Tritons don't have
the strength necessary inside to
compete with Ebeling, ·Fiser and
-Dorschner.
The Engineers of FIT are . in the
same boat as Biscayne. Their top
guard, Nino Lyons, is ·out with a
broken hand indefinitely. Head
coach Roger Dufor says his team
does not have the day-in and day-out
consistency needed for the con·
ference.
With three teams that were rank·
e.d in the top twenty at one point of
last season in the conference, the
Sunshine State again should be
represented well in the NCAA
eiayoffs.

'•
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Letters

•

_JDIOD
Editorial
Superman as athletic director?
The w:iiversity is looking for ·a
Superman with AD (athletic director) emblazoned across his chest.
He must be full .of PR power as he
convinces alumni and area
businessmen to · support UCF
athletics.
The secret of his strength ·will be
''name recognition,'' perhaps gained
from a prestigious winning record in
a sport he has coached. At UCF, the
sport might id~.Y be football, an
area promising more fans and more
money.
Superman has been elusive. All an
athletic director search committee
came up with was five eandidates,
two of whom have one major thing
going
for
them-strong
backgrounds as athletic directors at
other universities.
. · That wasn't quite enough. Some
committee members were uncomfortable· with the final recommendations, wanting someone With a little
more notoriety and comniunity
recognition. .

President Colbourn announced shouldn't abandon the applicant's
last Friday that a new committee administrative record as the most
would be formed for a second round important criteria.
of screening applicants. It took four
Two administrative inquiries into
months for the original committee the athletic department have found
to narrow down the applicants from it pressured by overcrowding,
145 to.five recommendations for Col- . disorganization, 190se job de scripbourn.
tions and coaches overstepping their
Colbourn said the guidelines for bounds in advising athletes in
criteria in selecting the new AD will academic scheduling.
be reassessed.
While the department has been
One original committee member working to correct these problems,
said that early screening processes it still. needs a strong director to
looked for athletic administrative oversee the changes. Additional
experience as a ,primary qualifica- strains will be added as the sports
.
tion. It was only later that "name program grows.
recognition" evolve.cl into another
The committee should emphasize
consideration. The two different ap- strong administrative background
proaches led to disagreement among ·with a concern for an athletes
committee members as to where the academic performance in its choice
new director's major talents should Qf a -new athletic director.
lie, in administrative and academic · A Superman has great name
background, or community ·recogni- recognition, but he could be a lousy
tion.
administrator.
Mary Wilson
While it would be nice if the new
Editor·in-chief
committee could find someone who
is all things to all people, it ·

Tuition ·Rising?
Students:
I realize your're probably not fully
recovered from the recent tuition increase, so I hope you are sitting
down as you r~d this. Believe it or
not, the Florida Legislature will consider another .20 percent increa8e in
tuition to .be effective this fall. It's
. all part of the governor's plan to
force those of us in the state university system to pick up a higher proportion of the tab for our education.
In all fairness, higher education in
Florida has enjoyed considerable
support by the state over the past
several decades. In fact, it may be
argued that the recent tuition increase was long overdue. Fall 1982,
however, is not the right time for
another increase, An uncertain
financial aid picture, inflationary
pressures, book prices and higher
tuition all serve to threaten Central
Florida's a~cess to UCF. Most of our
parents, not to- mention ourselves,
have paid plenty in taxes so that we
may enjoy the privilege of attending
a state university. After all, FTU
was created to . serve the needs of
this community.
Student Government is presently
circwating a petition to express our
opposition to the proposed tutition
increase. If you are asked to si~ the
petition, please do so. If no one has

Oppose·. dor·m
meal plan

approached you, a copy is waiting
for your signature at the Student
Government office. Our goal is to
get many signatures in the next two
weeks. The petition will then be
presented to the appropriate state
officiais.
I hope you will . join me in
demonstrating opposition to

Students:
You have been subjected to
poor food, bad environment, a ton
of petitions, lies and even StUdent
Government resolutions and lopbying, and what has it gotten
you? ·
another tuition increase in 1982 by
Nothing.
signing the petitfon, and, if possible,
This is the last resort. We as
dropping a line to. one -of our local students can (lo something. We
legislators. There are roughly 13,000 request that all interested resistudents enrolled at UCF.:.LET dent hall students attend a
OUR VOICES BE HEARD!
meeting Sunday, Jan. 17, in B
dorm lounge at 7:30 p.-m.-if you
Jeff Fleming want something done right now
State Advocate about the meal plan and food you
are eating.
·
Sen.
Kathleen
Johnson
against homosexuals violates the
Sen. Kim Sue Veroski
university's affirmative action
policies. Last year r the Temple
Letters, page 15
University law school banned FBI
recruiting for similar reasons.

method, reported in the Jan. 8 issue
'of Science, has been successfully used on guinea pigs and could be inval ua hie on severely burned
humans. According to one researcher, the new skin regenerates where
there is no skin tissue at the bu·.n
site.
MIT scientists earlier
developed an ~ifi.cial skin for burn Bouncing off the roof
O'Coimelling, or bouncing on the
victiins.
-teflon-covered roof of the U. of
Florida coliseum, is still popular at
Shutting out }'81
.
UF, despite security efforts to
Another law school has, at least discourage the sport.
Recent
· temporarily, closed its doors to "O'Connellers," who must scale the
Federal Bureau of Investigation O'Connell Cent er to practice their
recruiters.
The University of sport, have been arrested and chargOregon law school has asked the ed with trespassing. Most have
FBI to postpone a recruiting visit been drinking, say UF officials, and
until officials there decide whether don't appear concerned about the
the agency's alleged ·discrimination dangers.

•••

Researchers at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology ·h ave
discovered a method to induce
growth of a completely new layer of
skin . for burn victims. The new
.
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Edifor:
Who says it doesn't pay to
advertise? In the very issue in
which a plea for Fudge parody
contributions is run, there is the
funniest. piece ever published in
the paper. I refer, of course, to
"Never Reliquish Arms" by
Robert B. Eisenhauer.
He wittily comments that only
.4 percent of all firearms are
·misused. He neglects to mention
what percentage of handguns are
. misused. He also ignores the·fact
that your average liquor store
robber doesn't use a Walther
PPK or a ~tage Luger, just as
most serious target pistol
shooters avoid using -Saturday
Night Specials.
Wacky ol' Robert next tells us
that ''common sense'' de:fiies the
existence of handgun killings.
Common sense also tells us that
the world is flat and that the sun .
orbits it. Right, just like Hin·cldey gave Reagan a severe chest
cold.
His final .kneeslapper is the
comment that the problem isn't
the guns, but the courts. Certain-·
ly our justice system leaves much
room for improvem~nt, but it's
not the sole target to "take aim"
at-for instance, the idea that the
right of a· populace to live their
lives a little safer is less important than the right of a few to
play with adult toys. This variation of the "might-makes-right".
attitude helps the J Qhn Hinckleys
. and Ed Masons as much as it
does the conscientious handgun
owner.
David Mitchell

•••

New layer of skin

More debate·
on handguns
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Letter

Poli~y

The Future welcomes letters
from -its readers.
Letters must be delivered to the
Future by 5 p.m. on Monday to
be considered for the next issue.
Letters must not exceed 250
words and must bear the writer's
signature, address, and phone
number. Names will IJe withheld
upon request.
The Future
reserves the right to edit letters.
Mailling address: P. 0. Box
25000, Orlando, 32816.
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Still no book exchange
Editor:
December 7, 1981 was Pearl Harbor Day for students, the day the
university administration torpedoed
the proposed student operated book
exchange program. Dr. LeVester
Tubbs, associate vice president of
Student Affairs, vetoed the student
senate bill providing money for a
student operated book exchange
program. ·The proposed program
was to offer limited book buy back,
discount prices on certain textbooks
and consignment sales for books not
on our buy back list.
Very few programs planned or implemented by Student Government
affect students in the academic area.
~
The high price of textbooks, along
with the 50 percent return paid by
the bookstore at buy back, affect
almost every student at UCF. The
bookstore ''ripping off'' the
students is a common complaint.
We decided to do something about
it.
We worked with the bookstore
manager, university business
manager, university attorney,
.various auditors, campus police and
others. We presented a written proposal for their consideration. The
- proposal covered all aspects of
operation. Various administrators
suggested changes and where feasible, . those changes were incorporated jn the proposal. A senate
bill was prepared and, after much
discussion and debate, it passed
20-13.
Defending· his veto, Dr. Tubbs
said he had ''problems" with the
bill. He presented a variety of problems. He said he· was concerned
._ about our book exchange competing
with the present bookstore. We
sought to provide an alternative to
the bookstore, not cut-throat competition. Mr. Maxwell, bookstore

manager, agreed, saying our book
exchange program wouldn't create
any problem as he understood it. .
Dr. Tubbs said he was worried
about losing the $12,000 the program required. No doubt he was
referring to the , recent concert
disaster where Student Government
-l ost over $25,000. We explained our
operating costs were only $800 vs.
approximately $38,000 for the con·
cert.
Dr. Tubbs questioned the very
need of a student operated book exchange. He asked if we had
negotiated with the bookstore to adjust its price structure. U nfortunately, the bookstore won't haggle with the price of books and won't
barter books for other commodities.
The best and most effective form of
negotiation is healthy competition.
We have tried and failed. The
bookstore's monopoly is safe for
now and you will pay the price for
our failure.
Sen. Rob Rotter
Sen. Pat Cornelius

Trim $5.00
Off YOur Next
Shampoo, Cut & Blow Style
Present this coupon and save $5.00 off the regular
price of a sl:iampoo, cut and blow style. Offer good
until Feb. 1; 1982. By selected stylis(.
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Colonial Plaza Shopping Center
894-2821
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Get.Y ourself
a piece of the pie!
OPEN HOUSE FOR STUDENTS AND FACU.L TY
DATE Monday, Jan. 15
TIME 7-9:30 p.m. PLACE Johnny's Pizza Palace
(Lake Underhill Road)
All Electrical and Mechanical Engineering and ent to answer any questions and discuss career
Computer Science students and faculty are cor· opportunities with graduating seniors and ad·
dially invited to a1!end. Displays and literature vanced degree candidates.
about the high technology, state·of·the·art pro·
Refreshments will be served. Jo_in us.
grams and products of the Fortune 500 Harris On campus interviews: Tuesday, Jan. 26
Corporation will be avaHable. Engineers and tech·
nical managers from Harris divisipns will be pres·
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Senate Action

Student
Government
News
.

WELCOME BACK
· STUDENT BODY
VICE-PRESIDENT

THE DENTAL CLINIC ·WILL BE OPEN FROM SAM TILL 8PM
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
& FRIDAY FROM SAM TILL 5PM

TICO PEREZ.
A ~ig thanks to Pro Tempore
· · Tom Gergora who chaired
the Senate Meetings for
the absent Tico Perez. ·

SENATE M·E ETINGS
are Tuesdays at 3 p.m.
in Student Center'Auditorium
EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

l

J

Centralized Serviees

.

DENTIST HOURS
TUESDAYl-8
FRIDAYl0-5

S.C. ROOM 219 .

275-2413

CONGRATULATIONS TO
S.G. OFFICIALS WHO WERE
SELECTED TO REPRESENT
U.C.F. AT THE U.S. MODEL
·SENATE IN DELAND:
ADRIAN FERGUSON
RAY GATES
PAUL ~AGNANT
TICO PEREZ
EILEEN SAMELSON .
BARTON WEEKS

Student Center 203

TYPING ROOM

Theatres:
- -·G eneral Cinema 82.25
Seminole
Altamonte
Parkwood
Fashion Square

OPEN .TO ALL STUDENTS
S.C. ROOM 204
Open Weekends 1 - 9 p.m.
Open Weekdays 9 - 9 p.m. -

---Interstate 6 82.25
----Wometco 82.25
Par~East& ·West
.
--Eastern.Federal 82~25
~
Northgate 4
Conway Twin
Orange Blossom 2

· INSTALLATION
OF LIGHTING AT.
LAKE CLAIRE HAS
BEEN COMPLETED

Dinner Theatres:
Once Upon A St.age 812.00
Musicana Sl0.00
Theatre On Park 86.00

Attraetions:
Daisey's Basement
. (1 Free Drip.k)
Circus World-Adult
Children
.Busch Gardens
Fun In The Sun
East-West Expressway
(10 Tickets)

82.50
87.50
S5.50
$7.50
85.00
S2.00

-DON'T .FORGET
THE BIG ,
BASKETBALL
GAMES
1

UCF vs. ROLLINS
JAN.191
UCF vs. FLA. SOUTH JAN. 22
AT -HOME 7:30 P.M.

